Cat Tales Zoo Animal Challenge

1. The bobcat has a ____________ tail.
2. Tigers have stripes for camouflage because they live in the ____________.
3. What is another name for the Puma? ________________________
4. Are all of the stripes the same on a tiger? ________________________.
5. Some cats have white ____________ on the back of their ears.
6. What cat has a roar that can be heard up to 10 miles away? ________________________
7. A cat that is nocturnal hunts at ____________.
8. Do Lions and Tigers purr? ________________________
9. The Bears at Cat Tales are called ____________ bears.(color)
10. What is the name of the lion? ________________________
11. Which Puma has a short tail? ________________________
12. Tuga is a ____________ Tiger.
13. Stitches is what kind of cat? ________________________
14. Zeus is a ____________ Tiger. (color)
15. How many Tigers are at the zoo? ________________________
16. What is your Favorite Animal at Cat Tales? ________________________.